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Robert Bierwolf

is a graduate of Delft University of Technology (1987), Faculty of Electrical Engineering - Computer Science. Robert is a Member of the Board 
of Governors of IEEE Technology & Engineering Management Society (2015-2021). And active in the board of IEEE Benelux Section and IEEE 
Region 8 conference coordination subcommittee (EMEA). In his industry career, Robert held various senior management positions for projects 
and programs and line- and operations management roles. A practitioner in interim-, program- and project management for typical large 
corporates and in various sectors. Recently, Robert is developing his academic skills, works as a Research Associate with the Foundation 
Center of Technology and Innovation Management (CeTIM) affiliated with Leiden University and UniBw Munchen, and the Dutch Ministry of 
the Interior and Kingdom Relations.

IEEE TEMS 

is a society of IEEE, that encompasses the management sciences and practices required for defining, implementing, and managing engineer-
ing and technology. Specific topics of interest include, but are not limited to: technology policy development, assessment, and transfer; 
research; product design and development; manufacturing operations; innovation and entrepreneurship; program and project management; 
strategy; education and training; organizational development and human behavior; transitioning to management; and the socioeconomic 
impact of engineering and technology management.

John Blair 

is Managing Director at Berkeley Research Group, San Francisco Bay Area. He specializes in information technology, financial services, 
intellectual property, and antitrust matters. His practice and research interests focus on the intersection between IT innovation and business 
strategy and analysis. Before joining BRG, Mr. Blair was a consultant and director for LECG. In 1999, he co-founded Kenamea, an infrastruc-
ture software company at which he was chairman and chief technology officer. Kenamea was the pioneer company that opened the commer-
cial use of event-driven Web communications to transform user experience and productivity, now standardized as Web 2.0. He previously 
served as a partner at Regis McKenna, Inc. and at Booz Allen and Hamilton in their information technology practice groups. Additionally, he 
has been a consultant and strategic advisor to government agencies and executive management at some of the world’s largest technology 
firms, including IBM, Apple, Adobe, and Oracle. Before coming to the US, Mr. Blair co-founded Hypertec Pty Ltd., one of Australia’s most 
successful computer product design and manufacturing firms, and led the engineering team that developed and brought to market the 
Dulmont Magnum, the world’s first 16-bit laptop computer. 

 

Berkeley Research Group

is a Global Consulting firm that helps leading organizations advance in three key areas: disputes and investigations, corporate finance, and 
performance improvement and advisory. Headquartered in California with offices around the world, we are an integrated group of experts, 
industry leaders, academics, data scientists, and professionals working across borders and disciplines. We harness our collective expertise 
to deliver the inspired insights and practical strategies our clients need to stay ahead of what’s next. Recognized by Forbes as one of 
America’s Best Management Consulting Firms, we have in-depth experience across a wide range of industries and markets, from construction 
and energy to technology and healthcare. No matter what sector your business is in, we have experienced professionals who understand the 
challenges you face—making us better equipped to help solve them. 

Dovydas Ceilutka

is a Machine Learning Team Lead at Vinted, founder of Tribe of AI, president of the artificial intelligence association of Lithuania, and data 
science lead at Turing College. He advises people with  practical deep learning techniques and help them to take their first steps in the deep 
learning field. He is passionate about artificial intelligence and its application in business. 

Andy Chen

is the President 2020-2021 of IEEE Technology and Engineering Management Society (TEMS) and a member of Board of Governors 
2018-2020 for IEEE Computer Society (CS). IEEE and its members inspire a global community to innovate for a better tomorrow through its 
more than 423,000 members in over 160 countries, and its highly cited publications, conferences, technology standards, and professional and 
educational activities. IEEE is the trusted “voice” for engineering, computing, and technology information around the globe. He is a senior 
business advisor for several leading global consulting firms and enterprise software vendors. He held the position of the Chief Technology 
Officer and Vice President, Enterprise Strategy and Architecture of the largest Canadian-based electricity generator. He also served as the 
chair of ABB International User Board of Directors. He participates in the United Nations Global Pulse’s Data Privacy Advisory Group. He is 
also a director for the Federation of Enterprise Architecture Professional Organizations’ board and a member of the Technical Advisory Council 
for the FinTech Ideas Festival. He also served as the Chair of the Technical Advisory Council for YinTech Investment Holding Ltd. As an interna-
tionally recognized speaker, he was a keynote speaker at the UN ITU Telecom World and AI for Good Global Summit, the World Computer 
Congress, the World CIO Forum, and the Digital Africa Conference.

Vinted

is the largest online international C2C marketplace in Europe dedicated to second-hand fashion. The brainchild of Milda Mitkutė and Justas 
Janauskas, Vinted grew from a local website into a mobile-first community of 37+ million people in 13 markets: France, Germany, Belgium, 
Spain, the Netherlands, Austria, Poland, Czech Republic, Lithuania, Luxembourg, UK, Italy and the USA. On a mission to make second-hand 
the #1 choice worldwide, we help our members sell and buy second-hand clothes and accessories from each other, making shopping a mobile 
and social experience through one-on-one members' interactions in its community. We do it by shaking up everyday shopping habits and 
creating new personalized ways of buying, selling, and swapping clothes, accessories, and lifestyle items.

IEEE TEMS 

is a society of IEEE, that encompasses the management sciences and practices required for defining, implementing, and managing engineer-
ing and technology. Specific topics of interest include, but are not limited to: technology policy development, assessment, and transfer; 
research; product design and development; manufacturing operations; innovation and entrepreneurship; program and project management; 
strategy; education and training; organizational development and human behavior; transitioning to management; and the socioeconomic 
impact of engineering and technology management.

Prof. Dr. Henry Chesbrough

is the educational director of the Garwood Center for Corporate Innovation at Berkeley Haas. His research focuses on technology manage-
ment and innovation strategy. He also teaches at Esade Business School at Spain’s University Ramon Llull. He has been an adjunct professor 
at the Harvard Business School and previously served as a product manager and vice president of marketing at Quantum Corporation, a 
manufacturer of data storage devices and systems. He earned a BA in economics from Yale University, an MBA from Stanford University, and 
a PhD in business administration from Berkeley Haas. He is best known for his theory of Open innovation - a paradigm that assumes that firms 
can and should use external and internal ideas and paths to market to advance their technology. He is the author of several award-winning 
books and was named to the Thinkers 50 list in 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2017. He is the author of more than 20 case studies on companies in 
the IT and life sciences sectors, available through Harvard Business School Publishing. His expertise and research interests are Open Innova-
tion, Open Innovation and Business Models, Comparative Industry Evolution, Innovation Strategy, Business Development and Management 
of Intellectual Property. Before his academic career, Henry Chesbrough spent 10 years in various product planning and strategic marketing 
positions in Silicon Valley companies.

Speakers' Bio

The University of California, Berkeley

is a public, land-grant research university in Berkeley, California. Its 14 colleges and schools offer over 350 degree programs and enroll 31,000 
undergraduate and 12,000 graduate students. Berkeley is ranked among the world's top universities by major educational publications. 
Berkeley hosts many leading research institutes, including the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute and the Space Sciences Laboratory. 
Berkeley alumni and faculty count among their ranks 110 Nobel laureates, 25 Turing Award winners, 14 Fields Medalists, 28 Wolf Prize 
winners, 103 MacArthur "Genius Grant" recipients, 30 Pulitzer Prize winners, and 19 Academy Award winners. Berkeley alumni, widely 
recognized for their entrepreneurship, have founded numerous notable companies, including Apple, Tesla, Intel, eBay, SoftBank, AIG, and 
Morgan Stanley.

Sangeet Paul Choudary

is a C-level Executive Advisor to 30 of the Fortune 500 companies globally. Keynote speaker at leading global events including the G20 
Summit 2014, United Nations (ILO & WIPO), WEF, and World50 and for leading global brands, incl. Microsoft, GE, Autodesk, Huawei, AT&T 
etc. Appointed to multiple Fortune 500 Advisory Boards, including ING Global Innovation Council, Appointed to the WEF's Global Council on 
Platforms & Systems, Co-Chair of the MIT Platform Strategy Summit at the MIT Media Labs, Advisory council to the WEF's initiative on digital 
business for 2016-17. Featured on the cover of HBR (April 2016) and MIT Tech Review (September 2015). Guest lecturer at top US universities: 
Harvard, MIT, CMU, UC Davis etc. Executive educator at Harvard Business School, Entrepreneur in Residence at the INSEAD Business 
School. Industry Fellow at the Centre for Global Enterprise. Advisor at 500 Startups, Silicon Valley’s leading startup accelerator. Featured on 
numerous media outlets globally, including feature interview in Forbes, and regular contributions on HBR and WIRED.

Platformation Labs

is a C-level advisory and executive education firm working with Fortune 500 clients across North America, Europe, and Asia. Platformation 
Labs has pioneered the research and application of platform strategies across industries worldwide. Advisory Engagement Models include 
platform strategy and business model design, platform execution and innovation, group-level competitive strategy, and platform education 
and training. 

Andrius Francas

is Partner at Alliance for Recruitment, the largest Recruitment and HR consultancy agency in Lithuania, specializing in Management and white 
collar staff. Andrius has been active in the Human Resources sector for more than 20 years. He has been actively involved in attracting foreign 
investors to Baltic States and has helped such companies like Barclays, Western Union, DXC (former Computer Sciences Corporation), 
Nasdaq, AIG, Outokumpu, Hollister, Dovista to get established in Lithuania. Prior to establishing his own company in 2011, Andrius has been 
working for American and Irish Recruitment companies in Baltic States and Central and Eastern Europe and has helped them to grow and gain 
the market share. Currently he is member of the Board at Swedish Chamber of Commerce in Lithuania, Former Chairman of the Board and 
member of the board of School of Economics and Business at Kaunas University of Technology. He had served as a member of Board of 
Directors at American Chamber of Commerce in Lithuania for two terms in a row as well a Board member of the Kaunas University of Technol-
ogy Alumni. Andrius has experience in working at Higher Educational institution as well, as he has established Career Centre at Kaunas 
University of Technology in 2004 and is well aware of Business and Educational institution cooperation challenges. Andrius has longstanding 
relations with Scandinavian businesses and actively promoting cooperation between Swedish and Baltic businesses. He is a graduate from 
Kaunas University of Technology possessing a Bachelor Degree in Telecommunications and Master’s Degree in International Business 
Management. Apart from his native Lithuanian, Andrius speaks English, Russian and Swedish. Andrius is married and has a 10-year-old son 
and a 6-year-old daughter.

Dr. Pieter Frijns

has a Ph.D. from Leiden University (1987) and is currently a professional on strategic issues, business/IT alignment, risk management, and 
project assurance, experienced in knowledge management and organizations' learning. Pieter works for over 25 years in the Dutch Central 
Government. As a management team member and as a program manager, he has been responsible for various reorganizations and strategic 
changes. Pieter is the managing director of the Gateway Review Office in the Central Government, responsible for all Gateway Reviews (peer 
reviews) on high-stake programs in both Central and Local government. Pieter was previously a university lecturer at the Delft University of 
Technology, leading one of the faculty's reorganization. Pieter is also a lecturer at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU) and the University of 
Amsterdam (UvA).

Gateway Review Office

is a fundamental part of the Dutch Government's initiative to improve the management and delivery of high risk projects and policy initiatives 
by providing an independent confidential assessment of a project's health at a point in time and improving the capability of project and 
program management skills in government via actively sharing lessons learned.

Alliance for Recruitment

is a high performing team of recruitment experts from various different industries. Our consultants have come together to establish a recruit-
ment Alliance that allows us to find top talent in the most time and cost efficient manner. Our services include: Recruitment, Direct Search 
(Headhunting), Assesment Centres, Green field projects, Brown field projects, Labor market analysis, Management Consulting, Investment 
promotion, Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO). Our industries of focus include Services, Manufacturing, Energy, IT and Financial Servic-
es.

Dr. Christoph Fuchs 

is Senior Principal and Key Expert at Advanta Consulting and honorary professor for Lifecycle Management & Innovation at EBS. Serving both 
as thought leader and practitioner, his projects share a common focus on initiating and driving impactful architecture development for the most 
complex products and systems. He has a proven track record where some of his projects have humbly achieved global recognition and 
success, and operates across various industries. His problem-solving approach and way of thinking have deeply been impacted by experienc-
es made early on in his professional life. Starting his career in 1996 as a Product Manager in the field of Telecommunication at Infineon Tech., 
he later personally experienced the disruption of Siemens’ Communication Unit. From these experiences, he realized and made it to his 
passion to focus on the importance of holistic product development, stressing constant adaptivity to global trends and integrating flexibility 
into products that allow them to grow with market changes. He holds a Ph.D in Electrical Engineering from the Technical University of Karlsru-
he. In 2004, he joined the consulting group for Innovation at Siemens Corporate Development.

Siemens Advanta Consulting

is the global management consultancy of one of the world’s most innovative engineering and technology companies. We navigate companies 
through their unique digitalization journey from strategy to operations. Founded in 1996 as the first inhouse consultancy in Europe, we have 
been known for many years as Siemens Management Consulting (SMC). We have significantly shaped the success story of Siemens, being 
the consulting partner of choice for its own digital transformation. By becoming part of the powerhouse Siemens Advanta, we expand our 
consulting services beyond Siemens to focus today on full end-to-end digitalization services. As Siemens Advanta Consulting, we empower 
clients to build their digital future. With headquarters in Munich, Germany, and offices in America, Asia, Europe and the Middle East, we 
combine local and global expertise to ensure we are always right beside you as you transform your business. 

Dr. Deepa Gautam-Nigge

is Senior Director / Global Lead SAP Next-Gen Ecosystem at SAP SE. She is business and thought leader with a forward thinking, agile & 
entrepreneurial mindset and a 360° view on Corporate Development and Innovation With 20 years experience in the field of digitization, cloud 
computing, SaaS and platform economy since its early days in 2001. Since then always active in incubating new innovations and solutions for 
G2M and (indirect) sales. Bridge builder at the intersection of Corporate World, StartUp Ecosystems, Academia and Venture Capital with 
perspectives on current IT trends, their impact on business strategies and implications for enterprises of every segment. She is also member 
of several Advisory Boards.

SAP

aims to help the world run better and improve people’s lives. Our promise is to innovate to help our customers run at their best. SAP is commit-
ted to helping every customer become a best-run business. We engineer solutions to fuel innovation, foster equality, and spread opportunity 
across borders and cultures. Together, with our customers and partners, we can transform industries, grow economies, lift up societies, and 
sustain our environment.

Prof. Dr. Tobias Gutmann

is an Assistant Professor of Product Innovation at EBS Business School. His research interests center around corporate venturing, emerging 
technologies and new product development. He is head of the Institute for Technology, Innovation & Customer Centricity (TICC) as well as the 
Siemens Product Innovation Lab. With about 10 years of work experience in the corporate world, he has deep insights into business develop-
ment, strategy, innovation management and corporate venturing. In his last role, he operated internationally at the cutting edge of innovation 
leading global growth projects for startups in a corporate venture capital portfolio. Moreover, he has served as an advisor to several multina-
tional corporations helping them to (re-)design their venture programs in order to have long-term business impact. He lived in Germany, Spain, 
the UK and the U.S.A and is passionate about innovation and technology. He holds a Ph.D. from the Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG Chair of Strate-
gic Management and Digital Entrepreneurship at HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management. Moreover, he holds a degree in Electrical 
Engineering and Information Technology as well as in International Management.

The EBS Universität für Wirtschaft und Recht 

is one of the leading private universities in Germany. Under the umbrella of the university, three schools - EBS Law School, EBS Business 
School and EBS Executive School - are teaching tomorrow’s leaders. With a close academic interconnection between economic and legal 
topics. International orientation, close proximity to business and a comprehensive network of international partner universities, companies and 
alumni - EBS offers the best environment to grow into the future.

Martynas Kandzeras 

is a Board Member and a Co-founder of the Lithuanian Business Angel Network (LitBAN), an entrepreneur with 16+ years of experience in 
creating and developing ventures both in Lithuania and other European countries. Being an active supporter of entrepreneurship, Martynas is 
an initiator of various educational programs promoting entrepreneurship.

LitBAN's

objective is to foster business angel activity through communication, events, networking, syndication of deals both locally and across Europe. 
The association’s key directions of activity:  networking & start-up deal flow facilitation via monthly events, private investor interest representa-
tion through a consistent dialogue with public officials and governmental institutions, sharing of tools, legal frameworks and knowledge for the 
purpose of attracting new angel investors.

Frank Kanopka

is a Principal Key Expert for Digital Business Model Generation at Siemens Healthineers and thus designing new digital business models in its 
various aspects and guiding the digital transformation of his organization as a foundation to implement these new digital businesses. He had 
20 years of experience in the Industry sector of Siemens in various roles of R&D, product management and business leadership before assum-
ing a senior advisor role in the digital healthcare platform teamplay at Healthineers. In his last role at Siemens Industry he invented Siemens 
MindSphere – a cloud-based platform for machine builders to build & operate own digital services around their machines and distribute them 
to factory owner. Thus, in the last eight years he gathered extensive experiences in transforming a hardware product driven organization 
towards leveraging the powers of digital services, SaaS and subscription business, open digital innovation, digital ecosystems, and platform 
economy.

Martynas Osauskas

is the Chief Executive Officer of Teltonika Telemedic. Having gathered over 10 years of experience at Teltonika, in 2020 he started leading 
Teltonka Telemedic, a subsidiary of Teltonika IoT group. As CEO, he is responsible for bringing novel telemedicine products and services to 
the market and their development across the world.

Siemens Healthineers

mission is to enable healthcare providers to increase value by empowering them on their journey towards expanding precision medicine, 
transforming care delivery, and improving patient experience, all enabled by digitalizing healthcare. An estimated five million patients 
worldwide everyday benefit from our innovative technologies and services in the areas of diagnostic and therapeutic imaging, laboratory 
diagnostics and molecular medicine as well as digital health and enterprise services. We're a leading medical technology company with over 
120 years of experience and 18,500 patents globally. With over 50,000 employees in more than 70 countries, we'll continue to innovate and 
shape the future of healthcare.

Dr. Sudeendra T. Koushik

is an Innovator, Speaker, Author, with expertise in IP and Patent generation, an immense insight in Start-up to End-up and HR Strategy for 
Innovation. Currently, he is a VP Conferences at IEEE Technology and Engineering Management Society (TEMS), and holds position of Innova-
tion Director at Volvo Group. He holds Bachelor's in Electrical Engineering from PES College, Mandya. An MBA, and Postgraduate Strategy 
Management from IIM-K and a PhD in Innovation. With 26 years of experience and more than 20 national & international patents in various 
stages, Dr. Koushik has been advising major companies such as Bosch, Continental, General Motors, Mercedes Benz etc. on Innovation 
strategy, developing Innovation culture and scaling business relevant Innovation for business growth. He also works with Start-ups, Incubation 
centres and accelerators and connects Industries and Start-ups. He also links academia and Industry through workshops and technical talks 
on Innovation. He has also developed a syllabus for academia in Innovation & Intrapreneurship. He is an international speaker, visiting faculty 
and a leadership coach, helping technical people transition from task-focused roles to task plus people-oriented roles. He conducts various 
workshops to inspire people to achieve more, better and help contribute to the society very productively.

IEEE TEMS 

is a society of IEEE, that encompasses the management sciences and practices required for defining, implementing, and managing engineer-
ing and technology. Specific topics of interest include, but are not limited to: technology policy development, assessment, and transfer; 
research; product design and development; manufacturing operations; innovation and entrepreneurship; program and project management; 
strategy; education and training; organizational development and human behavior; transitioning to management; and the socioeconomic 
impact of engineering and technology management.

Matthias Kuom 

is a Seconded National Expert to the European Commission, Directorate General for Communication Networks, Content and Technology, in 
the new unit CNECT.A.4 "Digital Transformation of Industrial Ecosystems". Here he works on topics such as digital platforms for industry and 
implementation of Digital Innovation Hubs within the Digital Europe Programme. He is experienceed In  Project management in a wide variety 
of business applications. Particularly interested in artificial intelligence, Industrie 4.0, Blockchains and innovation management.

European Commission

is the executive branch of the European Union, responsible for proposing legislation, implementing decisions, upholding the EU treaties and 
managing the day-to-day business of the EU. Directorate-General for Communications Networks, Content and Technology of the European 
Commission is responsible for managing the Digital Agenda.

TELTONIKA Telemedic

designs and manufactures telemedicine devices: from mechanical ventilators for hospitals to smartwatches that can detect atrial fibrillation. 
Being a part of Teltonika company group, the company aims to help people and society, representing one of the core company values, and 
therefore believes that its telemedicine products will assist people not only in Lithuania or Europe but throughout the world.  In striving for 
impeccable results, the company also develops another niche in Smart Autonomous Solutions that provides seamless tracking of assets and 
electric vehicles. Additionally, the company manufactures personal trackers that ensure safety and monitor the workload of workers. 

Dr. Tuuli Parenson

is the Chief Executive Officer of Gofore Estonia. Tuuli is responsible for international business development that aims at building an ethical 
digital world. Tuuli holds a PhD in Economics with interest in sustainable business and have been active in promoting and consulting on 
corporate social responsibility, social entrepreneurship, social impact evaluation, and circular economy in Estonia. She is recognised as one 
of the Top 25 Women Leaders in Software of Europe for 2021. She is an experienced leader with a demonstrated history of implementing 
change and digital transformation in both public and private sectors. She was formerly the head of business transformation at Telia Eesti, 
head of interoperability at the Estonian Information System Authority, and director of development at Coop Pank AS. In all her positions she 
have been responsible for cultural, organizational and IT Transformations. Such transformations are as much about changing the behaviors 
of people and organizations, as they are about technology. Tuuli believes that the core of leadership is the ability to build bridges and trust 
between a wide set of stakeholders. Together, we turn challenges into opportunities.

Gofore

is an international full-stack digital transformation consultancy with over 700 employees. We use consulting, coding and design as tools to 
incite positive change. At Gofore, we help bring new technologies from the drawing board into daily use. Our aim is to help organisations 
transform, stay current in the ever-changing environment and capitalize on new opportunities. We care for our people, our customers, and the 
surrounding world. Our values guide our business: Gofore is a great workplace that thrives on customer success. In 2020, our net sales were 
EUR 78 million. Gofore Plc’s share is listed on the Nasdaq Helsinki Ltd in Finland. Learn to know us better at www.gofore.com

Prof. Dr. Asta Pundziene

is the conference Program Chair, Knowledge Empowered Entrepreneurship Network (KEEN) Leader. She is a full professor in Strategic 
management and organisational psychology in the School of Economics and Business, Kaunas University of Technology, Lithuania. She is 
also a visiting scholar at the Institute of Business Innovation, Haas Business School, UC Berkeley since October 2018. Asta has more than 15 
years of experience in executive management of research and innovation at different Universities serving as a Dean and Vice-President of 
Research and Innovation. She is actively involved in different strategic policy groups as well as is a member of European Consortium of 
Innovative Universities (ECIU) and served as Vice-President for the last three years. Her current research interests cover digital healthcare 
management, strategic and technology management, open innovations and other related topics. Since 2014, she has more than 30 publica-
tions, a number of EU and national research projects, including Centre of Excellence in Science and Technology for Healthy Ageing 
(HEALTH-TECH) financed by the European Commission and since 2018, she is leading the research project „Comparative empirical research 
of dynamic capabilities of Remote Patient Management (RPM) services and disruptive innovations in healthcare ecosystem“. Since 1997, she 
has developed her academic competence at Amsterdam Free University, The Netherlands; Uppsala University, Sweden; Heidelberg University, 
Germany and Sheffield University, UK; Harvard Business School, USA; Judge Business School at Cambridge University, UK; Stanford Univer-
sity and Stanford Research Institute (SRI), USA, etc.

Kaunas University of Technology

is a leading Lithuanian university providing a wide range of studies and closely cooperating with business. The University provides studies of 
engineering, technologies, physical and social sciences, humanities and arts. The research groups working at KTU contribute to the global 
scientific knowledge by conducting cutting edge interdisciplinary research on the most important questions of current time.

TeleSoftas

is an innovation house that elevates brave business ideas into the future. We help our partners adopt digital transformation by utilising our 16 
years’ experience delivering product engineering solutions and know-how of the most cutting-edge technologies. Our team consists of 
top-level experts, engineers, and designers, based in San Francisco and Zurich, as well as its three sites in Lithuania. Founded on principles 
of networking, sharing and open collaboration, we aim to improve society for everyone through cutting-edge technology, innovation, and 
know-how.

Prof. Dr. Joseph Sarkis

is a Professor of Management within the Foisie Business School at Worcester Polytechnic Institute. He earned his Ph.D. from the University 
of Buffalo. His research and teaching interests include Sustainability, Technology, Operations and Supply Chain Management. He has 
authored over 450 publications and has been a ‘highly cited researcher’ for five years straight—as recognized by the Web-of-Science. He is 
currently Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Engineering Management Review and Associate Editor for the journal Resources Conservation and Recycling 
on the topic of sustainable supply chains; and an Associate Editor for Transportation Research Part E. He holds editorial positions in a number 
of other leading journals. He has been recognized as one of the world’s most productive scholars over the past 40 years on Supply Chain 
Management, Sustainability, and Operations Research topics. He is an AT&T Industrial Ecology Fellow and has served as a research scholar 
at universities throughout the world.  He is a coordinator within the Future Earth Systems of Sustainable Consumption and Production (SSCP) 
Knowledge-Action Network in the Circular Economy Working Group. He is also an international program coordinator for the Greening of 
Industry Network (GIN) along with the Greening of Industry Networks book series co-editor for Springer-Nature Publishers.  

The IEEE Engineering Management Review

is the IEEE  Society's "journal of practice," publishes papers and articles consisting of original content that serves those who manage technol-
ogy, engineering and innovation (including non-engineers), engineers who hold strategic leadership responsibilities (even if outside of the 
practice of engineering) and upward-bound engineers with an interest in management as a profession.

Marc Schlichtner

has more than 21 years of experience in technology & innovation, portfolio- & product management, strategy, international project manage-
ment as well as regional management and sales. He currently works in portfolio management in the Digital Health unit at Siemens Health-
ineers. In recent years, he has successfully implemented multiple future topics and transformation projects in various business areas cross 
Siemens. He held various positions at Siemens AG, such as Head of Technology and Innovation Services Digital Industry Division, Head of 
Portfolio Management Smart/Digital Services, Head of Product Management Energy and Environmental Services, Group Head Modernization 
and Migration Solutions and Regional Manager Middle East & Africa. He is also founder of the T-Club, C-Level Advisor, member of the 
research advisory board of the FIR at the RWTH in Aachen and a member of advisory board MBA Leadership Digital Business Transformation 
at the Quadriga University Berlin.

Siemens Healthineers

mission is to enable healthcare providers to increase value by empowering them on their journey towards expanding precision medicine, 
transforming care delivery, and improving patient experience, all enabled by digitalizing healthcare. An estimated five million patients 
worldwide everyday benefit from our innovative technologies and services in the areas of diagnostic and therapeutic imaging, laboratory 
diagnostics and molecular medicine as well as digital health and enterprise services. We're a leading medical technology company with over 
120 years of experience and 18,500 patents globally. With over 50,000 employees in more than 70 countries, we'll continue to innovate and 
shape the future of healthcare.

Algirdas Stonys 

is CEO & Founder of TeleSoftas (TBC), Co-Founder of Blaster, Co-Founder and Board Member at ELIT Cluster, Partner Business Developer at 
TLV Labs and Co-Founder and Co-Owner at ClickOn GmbH. His areas of expertise are: startup ecosystem building, seed funding, software 
product engineering, mobile technologies, future tech, indepth telco knowledge from customer care portals to radio access networks, 
relationship building, and happiness-centered business community leadership.

Romualda Stragiene 

is CEO at BIOK LAB. Graduated Vilnius University, Economics and Management and ISM University, executive Business Administration. 
Partnership professor at Vilnius University Business School. Member of women leadership association “lydere”. Board member at Likochema 
association. 

The BIOK LAB 

was founded by 5 scientists in biochemistry with a high passion to innovate with natural ingredients for our skin's healthy look. Already we 
count over 30 years of experience in the field of cosmetics by creating and producing natural and organic products enriched with plant-based, 
herbal, bio-technological and synthetic active ingredients to provide healthy skin, hair and teeth. Nature and innovation remain the core of our 
philosophy, which brings together experts in biology, chemistry, odontology, dermatology and cosmetics. We conduct thorough research and 
promote complete honesty. And it works!. Or high quality and efficiency are valued by people in the Nordic countries and in Central, Western 
Europe. Explore our products & brands www.bioklab.com

Prof. Dr. Shailendar Vyakarnam 

is a  Non Executive Director at CorrosionRADAR. He is passionate about entrepreneurship education and development for over 30 years. He 
Is  presently Visiting Professor at the Bettany Centre for Entrepreneurship at Cranfield University, having had the honour of being its Director 
for four years. Previously, for fourteen years, he was founding director of Centre for Entrepreneurial Learning at the University of Cambridge. 
His current role entails growing entrepreneurship education, mentoring and inspiring new generations of entrepreneurs. His latest co-authored 
book is the Scale-Up Manual. He is active in several stages of business development from startups through scale-ups and growing business-
es as educator, mentor, and coach. He is involved in strategy, boardroom dynamics, team building and assisting with getting teams ready to 
pitch to investors. His  passion is for science and technology enabled businesses. As a result of these experiences Shailendar Vyakarnam has 
been invited to provide policy advice and executive education for larger firms that want to embrace entrepreneurial thinking. He is on the 
advisory board of several early stage companies, trustee of GEN Initiative providing education, income generation to small rural communities 
in India. 

CorrosionRADAR

strives to be a global leader in remote sensing technologies and advanced analytic systems for smart infrastructures. The primary focus of 
the company is on monitoring Corrosion and Corrosion under Insulation (CUI) that can cause catastrophic failures and significant downtime 
to the industry. The CorrosionRADAR’s main mission is to support assets owners and operators to have a safe, reliable and cost-effective 
maintenance and inspection programs. 

Dr. Kristina Wagner 

is Vice President Corporate Research at KUKA. She is experienced leader and manager, with over 10 years experience in program manage-
ment and transformation with focus on Innovation-, R&D and Product Management. Passionate about turning technology to business impact 
and willing to shape the future with comprehensive methodology, strategic and process knowledge.

KUKA

is a global automation corporation with sales of around EUR 3.2 billion and around 14,000 employees. As a leading global supplier of 
intelligent automation solutions KUKA offers its customers everything from a single source: from robots and cells to fully automated systems 
and their networking in markets such as automotive, electronics, general industry, consumer goods, e-commerce/retail and healthcare. The 
KUKA Group is headquartered in Augsburg, Germany. Topics we discuss include: automatic guided vehicle, industrial automation, industrial 
robot, robot arm, automation engineer, building management system, artificially intelligent robots, robot industria, process automation 
robotics, automation system, factory automation, robot system, automation technology, automation equipment, robot operating system, 
scara robot, plc scada, hydraulic arm, robot kuka, ros robot, mechanical arm, autonomous robots, mobile robot, rpa technology, bas system, 
pick and place robot, cartesian robot, plc automation, automation solutions, automation companies, automation and robotics, industrial 
control system, robotics and autonomous systems, articulated robot, automatic control systems, gantry robot, hydraulic robotic arm, 
intelligent robot, manufacturing automation, robotics in healthcare, autonomous mobile robots, robot controller, advanced automation, 6 axis 
robot, industrial automation companies, industrial robotic arm, lab automation, painting robot, robotics automation, ros robot operating 
system, system automation, electrical automation, kuka robot arm, construction robot, automation control, manufacturing robots, automation 
machine, automation and control engineering, robot platform, factory robots, logistics automation, liquid handler, robotic machine, robotic 
manipulator, vision robotics, hvac control systems, rehabilitation robots, modular robot, robotic palletizer.  

Dr. Ulli Waltinger 

is the Associate Vice President, Artificial Intelligence & IoT at Siemens Advanta Consulting and a Fellow of the Siemens AI Lab at Siemens 
Technology, Siemens’ global research organization. Prior he let the Machine Intelligence Research group at Siemens Corporate Technology 
and worked at the Artificial Intelligence department and the Center of Excellence of Cognitive Interaction Technology at the University of 
Bielefeld. He is curious about the foundations of computational intelligence, specifically methodologies that bridge the areas of connectionist 
and symbolic learning applied to real-world AI and NLP applications. Ulli is passioned about initiating new innovative AIoT business opportuni-
ties at a global scale by shaping a culture of open collaboration and technology excellence. Ulli contributes with 40+ publications, 100+ talks, 
and 10+ years of professional experience applying artificial intelligence & machine learning methods to real-world challenges. Over the last 
years, he pushed and led, within Siemens, various AI initiatives, such as the Core Technology Initiative on Deep Learning and Artificial 
Intelligence 2015, various Hackathons and Bootcamps on AI, and founded together with a passionate team in 2017 the Siemens Artificial 
Intelligence Lab in Munich.

Siemens AI LAB

initiates innovation activities for Responsible Industrial AI solutions at Siemens by offering a scalable innovation platform based on a diverse 
community of expert enabler. We use standardized formats for discovery and validation of AI opportunities, and an AI first mindset, and thus 
leverage Siemens’ core assets and the strength of the Munich-centered Industrial AI ecosystem.

Hitachi Capital (UK) Plc

is one of the UK’s leading financial services companies, with 1,500 employees, £5.9bn of net earning assets and over 1.4 million customers 
across five business divisions; Consumer Finance, Vehicle Solutions, Business Finance, Invoice Finance and European Vendor Solutions. For 
nearly 40 years, Hitachi Capital (UK) PLC has worked with consumers and small to medium enterprises (SMEs) as well as corporate multina-
tionals in the UK and Europe, enabling millions of consumers and businesses to achieve their ambitions. Whether it’s powering retail with 
market-leading point of sale finance, helping people realise their ambitions with personal loans, supporting the growth of SMEs or keeping 
businesses on the road, Hitachi Capital (UK) PLC  has firmly established itself as one of the UK's leading consumer lending, asset finance and 
vehicle leasing providers. From 1 April 2021 we became a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi HC Capital Inc. strengthening our relationship 
with one of the world's largest and most diversified financial groups.

Continental Automotive Lithuania UAB

develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the 
technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent, and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. Continental 
generated preliminary sales of €37.7 billion in 2020 and currently employs more than 235,000 people in 58 countries and markets. In 2021, the 
company celebrates its 150th anniversary. Continental Automotive Lithuania in Kaunas is manufacturing high value-added electronic compo-
nents of vehicle comfort, safety and autonomous driving. Company in Lithuania currently hires more than 350 people and is planning to hire 
around 1500 in total.

Kaunas Science and Technology Park (Kaunas STP)

helps startups and already growing tech companies to increase transnational competitiveness, consults companies on business development 
issues, provides innovation support services, develops innovation community and fosters innovation culture in Kaunas region. As a member 
of Integrated Science, Studies and Business Centre (Valley) “Santaka” Kaunas STP stimulates science and business collaboration. The Park 
runs business pre-acceleration program “Evolut 4.0”, designed for early stage startups to develop an innovative product, increase sales and 
prepare for investment phase. At present, it hosts more than 100 companies operating in the fields of IT, engineering, health technologies, 
social innovation, future energy, and sustainable chemistry. More than 100 professionals from Kaunas STP ICT cluster “Digital Rocket LT” are 
providing cutting-edge ICT services for local and international customers. Since 2019 Kaunas STP is a part of CERN Business Incubation 
Centre in Lithuania and supports development and application of innovative ideas outside the field of high energy physics.

H&M Group

is a family of brands and businesses, driven by the desire to make great design available to everyone, in a more sustainable way. We offer 
fashion, design and services that inspire and enable people to express their style while making it easier to live more circular. H&M group 
comprises of nine independent brands: H&M, COS, Weekday, Monki, H&M Home, & Other Stories, ARKET and Afound. We have over 4,900 
stores across more than 73 markets worldwide.


